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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Given integers t, k and v, let Wrk(V) (or simply Wrk if there is no danger of confusion) 
be the e) by (k) matrix of O's and l's, the rows of which are indexed by the t-subsets T 
of a v-set X, whose columns are indexed by the k-subsets K of the same set X, and 
where the entry Wrk(T, K) in row T and column K is 1 if T ~ K and is 0 otherwise. 
These matrices and their algebra have arisen in many combinatorial investigations. 
Some time ago, N. Linial and B. Rothschild [2], motivated by a result of P. Frankl, 
investigated the rank of Wrk over the field of two elements and derived the following 
formula for the rank modulo 2: 
f:D~Z+ (-l)f(D)(t- x*D f (X)2X ). 
Here D is the set of positive integers such that k - t = ~dED 2d, and for any mapping f 
from D to the non-negative integers, f(D) = ~dEDf(d). They raise the question of the 
rank of Wrk modulo a general prime number p and give a formula for the rank of Wrk 
modulo 3 in the case k = t + 1. 
We have an answer for any prime p, but it has a different form from that of the 
above formula. 
THEOREM 1. For t ~ min {k, v - k}, the rank of Wrk modulo a prime p is 
where the sum is extended over those indices i such that p does· not divide the binomial 
coefficient 
( k -~). t -I 
In the statement of the theorem, (~1) should be interpreted as zero. This theorem 
follows immediately from our main theorem (Theorem 2) below. A corollary is that 
Wrk has rank modulo p equals to the number (~) of its rows for all primes p > k. 
We investigate the modules over the integers 7L generated by the rows of these 
matrices and give what we call a diagonal form (similar to Smith normal form) for Wrk 
in Theorem 2. As another application of the Lemma in Section 3, we give another 
proof of a result (Theorem 3 of Section 5) which gives necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a vector to belong to the 7L -module generated by the columns of Wrk. 
We say that a matrix D is a diagonal form for a matrix M when D is diagonal and 
there exist unimodular matrices (square integral matrices which have integral inverses) 
E and F such that D = EMF. We do not require that M and D are square; here 
'diagonal' just means that the (i, j) entry of D is 0 if i =1= j. (If the diagonal entries 
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dll , dn , ... of D are non-negative and such that 
dlll dnl d33 • •• , 
then D is called the Smith normal form of M.) 
THEOREM 2. If t:o:;;:min{k, v -k}, then W,k has as a diagonal form the (~) x (k) 
diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 
( k - i) . h ul· l.. (V) (V) t - i Wit m tip IClty i - i-I ' i = 0, 1, ... , t. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Section 4. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we introduce some notation and summarize some results on modules, 
etc., that we refer to in the sequel. 
For an integer matrix M, we use rowz(M) to denote the Z-module generated by the 
row vectors of M, and rowo(M) to denote the span of the rows over the rationals. We 
define the index of an integral matrix M to be the index of rowz(M) as a subgroup of 
the module Z(M) of all integral vectors which belong to rowo(M). Thus index 1 means 
that any integral vector which is a rational linear combination of the rows of M is 
already an integral linear combination of the rows of M. 
The index of M is the absolute value of the product of the non-zero entries of 
any diagonal form of M. (More generally, if a diagonal form has non-zero entries 
dl> d2 , d3 , ••• , then the finite group Z(M)/rowz(M) is isomorphic to the direct sum 
of cyclic groups of orders dl> d2 , d3 , •••• ) 
Given two matrices Ml and M2 (of the same shape), there exist unimodular matrices 
E and F such that Ml = EM2F (we say Ml and M2 are integrally equivalent and write 
Ml - M2 in this case) iff Ml can be obtained from M2 by a sequence of integral 
elementary row and column operations. 
CoROLLARY 1. Let M be an integral matrix. Then M has index 1 iff M = MAM for 
some integral matrix A. 
PROOF. Suppose M = MAM and let x be an integral vector in rowo(M), say 
x = yM, where y is rational. Then 
x=yM=yMAM=(xA)M=zM 
where z is integral; so x E rowz(M) and this shows that M has index 1. 
Conversely, suppose EMF = D, where E, F are unimodular and D is diagonal with 
entries 0 and 1. Say M is m x n. If m :0:;;: n, let F' = F and let E' be obtained from E by 
adjoining (n - m) rows of zeros; if m ~n, let E' = E and let F' be obtained from Fby 
adjoining (m - n) columns of zeros. In either case, MF' E' M = M. 0 
Proposition 1 shows that an integral r x n matrix M of rank r will have an integral 
right inverse iff M has index 1 (because if the rows of M are independent, MA = I is 
equivalent to MAM = M). 
We also apply the term index to submodules At of zn in an analogous manner. The 
index of At is the index of At as a subgroup of 
.it = {x E zn: CX E At for some C E Z, C *O}. 
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We emphasize that we mean [it: Al] and not [zn: Al], the latter of which will be infinite 
unless it = zn. If All and .4tz. are two modules of the same dimension, same index, and 
if All ~ Mz, then All = .4tz.. 
If All ~.44 ~ zn and All has index 1, then the quotient .441 All is a free Z-module 
(because if a + All has finite order, then a E it1 = All). The same argument as used for 
vector spaces yields the following proposition. 
PRoposmON 2. Let Al1> .4tz. be submodules of zn. If All has index 1, then any Z-basis 
of All can be extended to a Z -basis of All + .4tz. by adjoining elements of .4tz.. 
We also need: 
PROPosmON 3. If e1> e2, ... ,er is a Z-basis for a module Al ~ zn of index 1, then the 
matrix the rows of which are dIet. d2ez, ... ,drer has as a diagonal form the r x n 
diagonal matrix with diagonal entries d1> d2 , ••• , dr and, in particular, has index 
d1d2 , ••• , dr if all di are non-zero. 
3. AN IMPORTANT LEMMA 
Of fundamental importance is the equation 
W"W,k = (k -~)W,k / t - J / (3.1) 
which holds for 0 ~ j ~ t ~ k ~ v. This holds because for a j-subset S and a k-subset K 
of our v-set X, 
("'i,W,k)(S, K) = L "'i,(S, T)W,k(T, K), 
T 
where the sum is extendd over all t-subsets T of X. The right-hand side is the number 
of t-subsets T such that S ~ T ~ K, and this number is (~= f) if S ~ K, and 0 otherwise. 
Given ni x m matrices Ai, i = 0,1, ... , I, we denote by 
I 
UAi 
i=O 
the (no + n1 + ... nl) X m matrix obtained by stacking the matrices Ao, Ai> ... , Alone 
on top of the other. For 0 ~ t ~ k ~ v, define 
Equation (3.1) shows that roWO("'ik) ~ roWO(W,k) for j ~ t and hence roWO(M,k) = 
roWO(W,k). In particular, M,k has rank at most (~), the number of rows of W,k. 
LEMMA 1. For non-negative integers t, k, v with t ~ k :5 V - t, the matrix M,k has 
rank (~) and index 1. 
PROOF. The proof will be by induction, on the sum t + k + v, say. 
We first establish the validity of the lemma whenever k = v - t. To this end, we 
claim that for any t ~ k ~ v, 
I L (_1)iWJ,)Vik = I (3.2) 
;=0 
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where 1= min{k, v - k}, I is the identity of order (D, and where W;k is the en x (k) 
matrix defined by 
ifsnK=0 
otherwise 
for i-subsets Sand k-subsets K. To prove this, just note that the entry in row A and 
column B on the right-hand side of (3.2) is 
ifA*B; 
if A = B. 
In the case k = v - t, the upper limit I of the sum is equal to t and (3.2) can be 
written 
where 
(Of order G)) 
_ t . _ 
Mtk = U (-1)'Wik' 
i=O 
Since Mtk has an integral left inverse, it has rank (~) and index 1. 
We now assume k < v - t. 
Given 1,,;;;,j,,;;;, k, choose a point Xo in the v-set. Then the rows (j-subsets) and 
columns (k-subsets) of "Jk(V) are partitioned according to whether or not they contain 
Xo. This gives us a block decomposition of "Jk(V): 
Wf-l,k-l(V -1) o 
"Jk(V) = -------------
Wf,k-l(V -1) 
After permuting rows, we find that M tk( v) is integrally equivalent to 
Mt- 1,k-l(V -1) o 
In view of the induction hypothesis applied to Mt- 1,k-l(V -1) and Mtk(v -1), we 
can use elementary integral row and column operations to reduce the above matrix to 
II 0 
0 
0 0 
(3.3) 
12 0 
? 
0 0 
where II and 12 are identity matrices of orders (~~ f) and (V -;-1), respectively. Then 
surely rank(Mtk(V»~(~~f)+(V-;-I)=G), so that we now know that the rank of 
Mtk( v) is (~). 
Further row operations on the matrix in (3.3) can be used to create an identity of 
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order (~) as a submatrix of some M - Mtk( v). At that point, since (D is the rank of 
Mtk(v), all other entries of M must be zeros. D 
We prefaced the statement of the lemma by asserting that the rank of Mtk was at 
most (~). The argument applied to the rational field, but the lemma proves that Mtk has 
rank exactly (~) over any field. The lemma, of course, implies the well known fact that 
W,k has rank(D over the rationals. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Theorem 2 follows easily from the next two propositions. When t:o:;;; k :0:;;; v - t, 
Propositions 4 and 5 assert the existence of a (~) x (k) integral matrix E, the rows of 
which form a Z-basis for an index 1 module (namely, Mtk) and such that the rows of 
DE form a Z-basis for W,k, where D is a (square) diagonal matrix with (D - (;~1) 
occurrences of (~~f) on the diagonal, i = 0, 1, ... ,t. A reference to Proposition 3 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. D 
PROPosmON 4. Let k:o:;;; v be given and put I = min {k, v - k}. There exist integral 
matrices EOk, Elk, ... , Elk such that Eik is a (D - (i ~ d by (k) matrix, the rows of 
which are in rowZ(Wik) and such that for each t:o:;;; I, the rows of EOk U Elk U ... U Etk 
form a Z-basis for rowz(Mtk). 
PROOF. Let EOk = WOk' Inductively, when EOk> Elk, ... , Eik (i < I) have been 
defined, use Proposition 2 to extend the rows of EOk U ... U Eik (a Z-basis for 
rowZ(Mik ) which has index 1 by Lemma 1) to a Z-basis of 
rowZ(Mi+l,k) = rowz(Mik) + roWZ(W;+I,k) 
by adding (; ~ 1) - (~) vectors (these are to be the rows of Ei+l,k) from 
rowZ(Wi +1,k)' D 
PROPosmON 5. Let EOk , Eik> ... , Elk (l = min{k, v - k}) be as in Proposition 4. 
Then for t:o:;;; I, a Z-basis for rowZ(W,h) is provided by the rows of 
( k) (k - 1) (k - 2) t EOk U t -1 Elk U t _ 2 E2Ic U ... U Etk· 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on k. The case k = 0 is trivial. Fix k > O. There is 
nothing to prove if t = k since the assertion reduces to Proposition 4, so we will assume 
t<k. 
Since the rows of Eik are contained in roWZ(Wik), (3.1) shows that the rows of 
(~~f)Wik are contained in rowZ(W,k)' The matrix 
t 
UEik i=O 
has index 1, so by Proposition 3, the rows of 
Yo (~~ :)Eik 
generate a submodule .A,l of rowZ(W,k) which has rank (~) and index 
N = Ii (k - ~)m-(i~I). 
i=O t-l 
(4.1) 
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To complete the proof, we will show that rowZ(W,k) itself has index N defined by (4.1). 
We have 2t ~ v. Let Eo" E1" ••• , Elt be the (i) - (; ~ 1) by (~) matrices as in 
Proposition 4. Define integral matrices Aitk for 0 ~ i ~ t by 
That is, each Aitk is a (i) - (; ~ 1) by (k) matrix, the rows of which are contained in 
rowz(Wik ). Since the union of the rows of EOt , ••• , Elt form a Z-basis for rowz(MIt) 
which consists of all integral vectors of length (~), it is clear that the rows of 
t (k -i) W t . Aitk 
.-0 -I . 
form a Z-basis for rowz(Wtk ). We now claim that the rows of 
t 
A= UAltk 
;:zO 
form a Z-basis for rowz(Mtk). Since Mtk has index 1, Proposition 3 will show that 
rowz(Wtk) has index N and will complete the proof. 
The rows of A are contained in rowz(Mtk) since they are integral vectors which are 
rational linear combinations of the rows of W,k (and hence Mtk ) and Mtk has index 1. To 
show that they generate rowz(Mtk), we need to show that for j ~ t, the rows of ~k are 
integral linear combinations of these rows. 
Now by our induction hypothesis, rowz(~t) has Z-basis consisting of the rows of 
j (t - i) U .. EIt· i- O ]-1 
Since (~.=-j)~k = ~tW,k' the rows of (~'=-J)~k are integral linear combinations of the 
rows of (u (~- ~)EIt)Wtk = U (~- ~)(k - ~)Aitk i=O ] - I i=O ] - I t - I 
= (k - j)(U (k - i)Aitk) . 
t -j i=O j - i 
This shows that rowZ(~k)!;; rowz(A) and completes the proof. 0 
5. THE COLUMN MODULE 
The following Theorem 3 was first proved in [3]. When applied to a constant vector, 
it shows that the column vector of height (~) all of whose co-ordinates are A belongs to 
the module colz(W,k) iff 
A(V -~) =0 
t -I 
for i = 0, 1, ... ,t; this corollary was also proved in [1]. These congruences are 
recognizable as the necessary conditions for the existence of at-design SJ..(t, k, v). 
THEOREM 3. Let t ~ k ~ v - t. A (column) vector x of height (~) belongs to the 
DilJgonal form for incidence matrices 
module colz(W,k) generated by the columns of W,k iff 
is integral for i = 0, 1, ... , t. 
1 
---w;x 
( k -~) ., t -l 
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(5.1) 
PROOF. If x E colz(W,k), then x = Wtyy for some integral y and then, using (3.1), 
1 1 
k . Witx = k . Wi, W,kY = WikX , C~;) C~;) 
which is integral. Thus the conditions (5.1) are necessary. 
Now assume that x satisfies the conditions (5.1). By Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, 
there exists an integral matrix A of size (k) by 1 + (1) + ... + (~) such that 
M'k = M'kAM'k> which implies 
, 
W,k = W,kAM,k = Wtk L A;Wik, 
;=0 
where A; is a (n x (n submatrix of A. Then, by (3.1), 
Wtk = W,k(± k 1 . A;Wi,)Wtk. 
;=0 ( -~) 
t -l 
Since W,k has rank (n equal to the numbers of rows, we can cancel it on the right to 
obtain 
, 1 
1= Wtk ~ (k _~) A;Wi,· 
t -l 
Then 
( ' ) 1 ' x= W,k LA; k . Wi,x= W,k L A;y; = W,kZ 
;=0 C ~;) ;=0 . 
where the y;'s and Z are integral. 0 
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